ATLAS Autism Consultation Pack
11/05/2022

Summary
This week we will be introducing the new ‘open discussion on autism
topics’ section that you requested at the last meeting! We will also be
sharing our response to your question card on epilepsy, seizures and
autism. The last section of the session will focus on the diversity of
autism, specifically: “talking about how autistic people present
differently.”

Staff this week:
Sabrina, Sameira, and Reneé!

Agenda Points!
Check-in:
•

Icebreaker: Special Interest

Information and Updates:
•

Show and Tell

Open Discussion
10 Minute Break (5:50pm)

Consultation
•

Question Card Response

•

Diversity of Autism

Reflection and Check-out
•

Next month’s topic:
LGBTQ+ and Autism

Get Involved!
Join us online via Zoom every Wednesday between 5 to 7 pm! Chat opens
30 minutes earlier at 4:30pm for anyone who wants to have a casual chat
beforehand.
If you are unable to attend you can still have your voice heard by
contacting us by email, through social media or by texting/phoning a
member of the ATLAS staff.

ATLAS

Accept, Teach, Listen, Access, Support.

Autism
Wednesday 11th May 2022

ATLAS Group Rules 1
• Please do not talk over each other.
• Raise your hand (virtually or physically!) when you
want to speak if someone else is talking.
• If you are on Zoom, please mute yourself when you are
not talking to the group to prevent background noise.
• If you are not muted, a member staff may mute you.
• If you disappear from the group unexpectedly, a
member of staff will check-in with you as soon
as possible.
• You can use Zoom chat to private
message staff or ask a staff
member to talk away from group
if you need to.

ATLAS Group Rules 2
• No bullying
• Please let a member of staff know if you are
uncomfortable with anything said in or outside group
by other ATLAS members or staff
• Please respect people’s personal space
Are there any other rules you would like to add?
If you break these rules, we will discuss them
with you. If you continue to break the
rules you may no longer be able to
attend ATLAS.

ATLAS Agenda
Check-in
• Icebreaker
Information and Updates
• Virtual Show and Tell
Open Discussion on Autism Topics
10 Minute Break (5:50pm)
Consultation
• Question Card update: Epilepsy, Seizures
and Autism
• Diversity of Autism
Reflection and Check-out
Session End: 6:45pm

Introduction and
Icebreaker!

What is/are your special interests?

Show and Tell!
Our next ATLAS Autism session is on 8th June!
Would you like to do a virtual so an tell for the
check-in/icebreaker section?
Some examples of things you might want to bring
to show and tell:
• Any collections you are working on, such as
stamps, gemstones, coins, etc
• Your favourite piece of clothing, food, drink, etc
• An item that means a lot to you
• A picture from a trip you have been on
• Pets!

Open Discussion
You asked for a section of each ATLAS session to
include time for an open discussion on autismrelated topics that members what to raise with the
group and suggest agenda items for future
sessions.
This discussion will run up until the break at
5:50pm.

Break Time!
Screen break?
Grab a drink?
Snacks?
Chill?
Now’s the time! (:

Question Card Update
Last session you raised an action card:
Is there a link between epilepsy, seizures and
autism?
Reneé has been doing some research into this for you
and has written a blog draft. She will share some of
her findings and ask if you want to add any of
your lived experiences and knowledge
to the blog.

Diversity of Autism
As part of the Autism Awareness and Acceptance
Campaign, you wanted to discuss the diversity
within Autism. Specifically:
“Talking about how autistic people present
differently.”
What would you like people to know about the
different ways autistic people experience their
autism?
Are there any common misunderstandings
around what autism is like that you
would like to address?
What are the different positives
of autism that some people
may have/experience?

Reflection
Do you feel like your voice was heard today?
Would you like to raise an Action Card?
What are your plans for the evening?
Is there anything else you would like to add
or ask?
Do you need any help or
support?
Next Week’s Topic: LGBTQ+
and Autism

